
WRITING A PRESS RELEASE FOR AN ART EXHIBITION REVIEW

If you want to announce an art exhibition to a bigger audience and specialized online media outlets and entice them to
give a notice and cover.

It is targeted to members of the press who may want to check out, write about, or even review your show.
Need some help creating your next press release? This, in turn, allows a journalist to decide whether to contact
the author of the press release for more information or keep looking for new news. This is all about her own
observations: "It is interesting to note that the status of prostitution has not been morally condemned in these
coloured prints, but rather treated as a natural part of the teahouse culture, to the point of being parallel to
natural elements: snowflakes and cherry blossoms. An information-rich summary The next most critical piece
of your press release is the summary. Armed with an audio wand that describes and details the pieces on view,
visitors are invited to indulge their creative curiosity and challenge themselves with the intellectualism of
modern art. OK, show me some examples I agree! What should the press release include? In fact, learning
how to write a press release for an art show can seem especially daunting. Be descriptive about your upcoming
events, and tell your readers why they should read the rest of the press release. And she says that even today:
"death in the snow is rated the most admired suicide by Japanese people". These paragraphs should both be
short, with no more than five sentences in each. Make sure to provide your email and phone number to
accommodate these requests. Read on. This site contains writing samples for my prospective clients' perusing
pleasure. An undeniably engaging piece, the installation captivates as running messages confront viewers with
contemplative copy. While it may seem like the summary and introduction go hand-in-hand, the introduction
is a paragraph meant to answer the following questions for any journalist that may be reading your press
release: who, what, when, where, and why? Be sure to top-load the body copy with the most important details
in the first few sentences. Think of the introduction as the component of the press release that helps journalists
decide whether to pay attention. The small number of works in this pleasantly brief exhibit truly allows
visitors to fully study and contemplate each piece, or simply to appreciate the dynamic creations on a purely
aesthetic level. If you have a goal of obtaining gallery representation, you could also send the press release to
galleries who show work similar to yours. I recently published my second book! Devon Clasen's Writing
Portfolio Greetings one and all! Relevant dateline information The dateline component of a press release
contains the date that the press release is published. When people read your press release headline, they should
get an immediate value proposition that tells them what the press release covers, and what they can expect to
learn from reading it. Moving on through the exhibit, even novices will recognize the work of Claes
Oldenburg, whose playful pop art sculpture adorns public spaces throughout the world. This is, traditionally,
the most difficult part! But, if you find yourself in an exhibition with no promotional machine at work already,
you need to make sure that your show gets the attention it deserves. While it may seem like a small detail, this
is critical for the authority of the press release, since it allows the reader to determine whether the press release
is new or old. Although the length of your body copy will depend on the art show and the details you need to
share, it should feature at least two paragraphs. On a formatting note, be sure to format each word in the
headline with the first letter capitalized and include relevant details. To ensure that your headline performs the
way you want it to, keep it descriptive and concise. It should offer the relevant details of your art show and
should be written in a clear and easy to understand fashion. That having said, you can also send your press
release to clients, gallerists, curators, or anyone you think might be interested in knowing more about your
work. This blog post is a personal account. How to Write a Press Release for an Art Show: The Professional
Way Learning how to write a press release for an art show is critical for the advancement of your career. It is
all about the art after all, right? There are no rules for choosing an image, but it is usually good to choose a
piece which is representative of the entire show either visually or thematically. But in a good way. Image Your
press release should feature one image from your show. The Explorer Magazine likewise copies and pastes
from the press release: "snow affects half of the country each winter" "even the production of white paper was
influenced by snow itself". The summary is the section that allows you to expand on the key details of your
press release and include any relevant keywords that you are targeting within it. You want this part to be
readable and engaging.


